Abstract Most annually resolved climate reconstructions of the Common Era are based on terrestrial data, making it a challenge to independently assess how recent climate changes have affected the oceans. Here as part of the Past Global Changes Ocean2K project, we present four regionally calibrated and validated reconstructions of sea surface temperatures in the tropics, based on 57 published and publicly archived marine paleoclimate data sets derived exclusively from tropical coral archives. Validation exercises suggest that our reconstructions are interpretable for much of the past 400 years, depending on the availability of paleoclimate data within, and the reconstruction validation statistics for, each target region. Analysis of the trends in the data suggests that the Indian, western Pacific, and western Atlantic Ocean regions were cooling until modern warming began around the 1830s. The early 1800s were an exceptionally cool period in the Indo-Pacific region, likely due to multiple large tropical volcanic eruptions occurring in the early nineteenth century. Decadal-scale variability is a quasi-persistent feature of all basins. Twentieth century warming associated with greenhouse gas emissions is apparent in the Indian, West Pacific, and western Atlantic Oceans, but we find no evidence that either natural or anthropogenic forcings have altered El Niño-Southern Oscillation-related variance in tropical sea surface temperatures. Our marine-based regional paleoclimate reconstructions serve as benchmarks against which terrestrial reconstructions as well as climate model simulations can be compared and as a basis for studying the processes by which the tropical oceans mediate climate variability and change.
Introduction
Global-and regional-scale climate reconstructions of last millennium temperature changes are largely based on terrestrial paleoclimate proxy data [Past Global Changes (PAGES) 2k Consortium, 2013; Masson-Delmotte et al., 2013] . However, 70% of Earth's surface area is ocean, and changes in oceanic circulation and associated latent and sensible heat fluxes cause and respond to global-scale climate variations. The tropical oceans cover only about one quarter of the total surface area equatorward of 30
• , but because of their high heat content, ocean-atmosphere coupling, and potential for large interannual and longer-term variations [Gill and Rasmusson, 1983; Fedorov and Philander, 2000] , they are an important part of the internal variability of the climate system [Newman et al., 2003] . Inferences on past changes in oceanic climate that are derived from reconstructions based on both terrestrial and marine observations [e.g., Mann et al., 2009; Emile-Geay et al., 2013a , 2013b rely on the assumption that land-sea climatic teleconnections are time stationary, but this may not be the case [e.g., Cole and Cook, 1998; Kumar and Hoerling, 1998; Gershunov and Barnett, 1998; Rajagopalan et al., 2000; Diaz et al., 2001; Knippertz et al., 2003; van Oldenborgh, 2005; López-Parages and Rodríguez-Fonseca, 2012; Gallant et al., 2013] . Systematic tests of climate field reconstruction methods also suggest that remote interpolations into unobserved (largely oceanic) regions carry large uncertainties [Smerdon et al., 2011] . This highlights the need for reconstructions of marine climate derived solely from marine paleoclimate data, in order to better assess the relative importance of internally and externally forced climate variations on the ocean. Furthermore, independent estimates of past marine and terrestrial TIERNEY ET AL.
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Figure 1. Map of the four regions targeted for reconstruction (black rectangles), and the locations of the proxies (white circles) that comprise the reconstructions, superimposed on mean annual climatological sea surface temperatures [Locarnini et al., 2010] . 
Materials and Methods
Proxy Data
The paleoenvironmental data used to develop the reconstructions comprise published, publicly available data that meet the following criteria: (1) the data are derived from a marine coral archive; (2) they vary in response to changes in temperature, based on a priori biological, physical, or chemical studies-this excludes, for example, trace elements or luminescence changes that are indicative of changes in terrestrial runoff [e.g., Isdale et al., 1998; Lough et al., 2002; McCulloch et al., 2003] as well as growth records where temperature is not unambiguously the primary control on coral extension rate [e.g., De'ath et al., 2009; Cooper et al., 2012] ; (3) the average chronological resolution of the data is at least annual; (4) individual records contain sufficient data (more than 80 contiguous years) during the twentieth century, to enable meaningful calibration and validation; and (5) individual records contain data prior to 1900 A.D., such that they contribute to the reconstruction of SSTs before the historical period of direct observations. Table 1 lists the data sets that meet these criteria as of September 2014, including their location, data type, record length, source reference, and assignment to reconstruction target (section 2.3). At some sites, the same proxy measurement was made on multiple coral specimens and then standardized and composited into a single record, either by the original authors or as part of this study. Such sites are marked accordingly in Table 1 . Some locations also offer multiple data types, typically 18 O and Sr/Ca. In these cases, we treated each time series as a separate record for inclusion in the reconstruction, for although they are often measured on the same coral cores and therefore may not be spatially, temporally, or sample independent, the data provide geochemically independent estimates of SST. Two sites required manual adjustment of the data prior to use in the reconstruction. The first is the data set from Urvina Bay, Galápagos, which consists of 18 O data from two different coral species. Following the procedure of the original publication , we adjusted the 18 O data from species Pavona gigantea (core UR-87) by 0.40‰ to match the mean of the data from species Pavona clavis (core UR-86). The second is the data set from Nauru Island, which consists of a composite of two cores. Guilderson and Schrag [1999] inferred that the 18 O data from cores Nauru-1 and Nauru-2 are overprinted by kinetic isotope effects related to relatively low extension rates prior to year 1896 and year 1939, respectively; therefore, we removed these data from the time series.
As the original data time series vary in their temporal resolution from monthly to annual, we downsampled subannually resolved data series by binning data into April-March annual averages [Evans et al., 2002] . The April-March "tropical" year was chosen to minimize the splitting of tropical interannual climate events (such as those associated with the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO)) across adjacent annual increments [Ropelewski and Halpert, 1987; Evans et al., 2000 Evans et al., , 2002 . Therefore, in the resulting reconstructions, year 1982 (for example) refers to April 1982 to March 1983.
Instrumental Data
As a basis for the reconstruction targets, against which the paleoclimate data are calibrated, we used April-March annual averages of the Hadley Centre's HadISST-gridded SST product at 1
• × 1 • resolution, expressed as anomalies relative to the 1961-1990 reference period [Rayner et al., 2003] . HadISST is an interpolated product that makes statistical assumptions to infer SSTs for grid points and time points with missing data. Inferred SSTs are particularly dependent on the interpolation method in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, when observations in the tropical oceans-particularly in the Pacific and Indian-are sparse [c.f. Kaplan et al., 1998; Rayner et al., 2006; Yasunaka and Hanawa, 2011] . We tested the sensitivity of TIERNEY ET AL.
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©2015. The Authors. our results to our choice of instrumental SST product by repeating the reconstructions with observational targets derived from Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface Temperature (ERSST) v3b [Smith et al., 2008] , which makes different assumptions regarding bias correction and interpolation and can therefore result in different early twentieth century estimates as well as inferred long-term trends [Emile-Geay et al., 2013a] .
Reconstruction Targets
Based on paleoclimate data availability, we reconstruct area-mean SST anomalies in four tropical ocean regions (Figure 1 ). These four targets were chosen based on their proximity to the coral sampling sites and through analysis of spatial temperature covariance to ensure that SST variability within the target was a homogeneous representation of regional variability. The chosen targets are a necessary compromise in order to reconstruct SSTs at a regional scale but inevitably leave some paleoclimate data locations outside of the target box ( Figure 1) . Also, regional targets may not capture site-local signals. To assess the expected relationship between the proxy sites and the targets, we report the correlation between the nearest HadISST grid cell to each site and the regional target in Table 1 . While, in general, the correlations are high, indicating that our target regions and coral sites are reasonable representations of the large-scale SSTs, in certain regions they are systematically lower. The South Pacific region, for example, lies outside the western Pacific target box (Figure 1 ), and while variability in that region is correlated to the SSTs in the target, the correlations overall tend to be lower (approximately r = 0.5, see Table 1 ). Similarly, the Red Sea coral locations have a lower correlation (approximately r = 0.6) with the Indian Ocean target.
Note that each proxy data series was uniquely assigned to a single target region: no series were used for reconstruction of more than one target (Table 1 ). The resulting targets (Figure 1 ) correspond to a large fraction of the tropical oceans and include regions important for air-sea interaction and for which interdecadal and secular SST changes both large and small have been observed in the twentieth century [e.g., Gill, 1982; Bottomley et al., 1990; Trenberth and Hurrell, 1994; Parker et al., 1994] .
Reconstruction Method
We used a weighted, composite-plus-scale (CPS) approach to reconstruct regionally averaged SST histories for the four target regions. The CPS approach follows previous reconstruction efforts [Esper et al., 2002 [Esper et al., , 2005 Wilson et al., 2006 Wilson et al., , 2010 Emile-Geay et al., 2013a , 2013b and uses a nesting procedure [Meko, 1997; Cook et al., 1999 Cook et al., , 2002 to account for the effect of the changing number of available observations on reconstructed skill and variance over time. Rather than prescreening the paleoclimate data for significant correlations with the SST targets and eliminating time series that fall below a particular significance threshold [e.g., Wilson et al., 2010; Emile-Geay et al., 2013a] , we opted instead to employ a weighting procedure to scale the contribution of each record to the composite by their relationship with the instrumental target SST [e.g., Hegerl et al., 2007; Cook et al., 2010] . The weight applied is the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (r) between each paleoclimate time series and target SST anomalies from 1900 to 1990 A.D. (or 1900 to most recent year for time series that only reach the 1980s), multiplied by 1 − p, where p is the p value of the correlation accounting for serial correlation [Ebisuzaki, 1997] . Thus, the data are scaled by both the magnitude and significance of variance shared with the target. These correlation statistics are calculated without the use of linear detrending of the paleoclimate or instrumental data in order to consider long-term trends. Data with a correlation of zero, or a correlation whose sign is not in agreement with that expected a priori from biophysical or experimental understanding of the proxy response to climate (see section 2.1), were assigned a weight of zero and therefore are effectively excluded from contributing to the CPS reconstruction. While the analyses are derived from the reconstructions based on the r(1 − p) weighting scheme, we also tested the sensitivity of the reconstruction results to the weighting choice by performing reconstructions using no weighting (r 0 , but with the records with a zero or opposite-signed correlation still excluded) and a variance r 2 (1 − p) weighting.
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For each nest, the paleoclimate data are standardized (mean set to zero and standard deviation set to 1) and then composited into their weighted average. The mean and standard deviation of the resulting composite is then scaled to that of the calibration period, and the nests are spliced together to form the complete reconstruction [c.f. Esper et al., 2002; Emile-Geay et al., 2013b] . Skill statistics are calculated over the validation period for each nest, including the coefficient of determination (r 2 ), the reduction of error (RE), and the coefficient of efficiency (CE) [Cook et al., 1999] . Values of RE (CE) above zero indicate some statistical skill in that the error variance of the reconstruction in the validation period is less than observed SST variance within the calibration (validation) period.
The calibration period was defined as the contiguous two thirds of the years that the paleoclimate data and instrumental time series share in common, with the validation period comprising the remaining one third. In addition, for nests of paleoclimate data that extend farther into the present (i.e., dates more recent that the most recent year of the contiguous calibration period), this interval of time was used as an extra validation interval. This ensures, for example, that a single older data time series (e.g., that ends in 1985) does not prevent the reconstruction from being validated against more modern data (e.g. , 1985-2000) . To assess the sensitivity of the reconstruction to the choice of calibration period [e.g., Frank et al., 2010; Anchukaitis et al., 2013] , we progressively stepped the calibration window by 5 year intervals across the common-year period, using the remaining common-year data (as well as "extra" modern years, if applicable) for validation. We note that because the CPS method sets the reconstruction mean to match the calibration period mean, this does not necessarily result in a zero mean from 1961 to 1990. We also tested the sensitivity of the reconstruction to inclusion of individual time series by systematically leaving each record out and then recalculating the reconstruction. From these iterations, we generated an ensemble of reconstructions for each target region that samples these two sources of uncertainty in the CPS method. We designated the reconstruction ensemble member with the highest time-integrated cumulative RE score (and that has an RE > 0 over the validation period) as the "best" reconstruction and estimate its accuracy from its validation period root-mean-square error (RMSE). We report the validation skill statistics for the best reconstruction as well as the median estimates of RE, CE, and r 2 for the full ensemble. We performed statistical analyses on both the best reconstruction and the full ensemble in order to account for reconstruction uncertainty in our interpretations.
Statistical Analyses
To identify and analyze significant trends in our reconstructions, we used the Significant Zero crossings of derivatives (SiZer) method [Chaudhuri and Marron, 1999] . SiZer fits a family of variable width Gaussian filters to the data and searches for the starting and ending points of significant trends, which are defined as the point at which the null hypothesis of no trend can be rejected at the level of p < 0.1. We plot the direction and significance of trends to show the influence of different levels of smoothing on the interpretation of change points in the SST reconstructions. For each iteration of the SST reconstructions in each region, we determine the median timing of the most recent transition to significant (p < 0.1) warming across all filter widths from 15 to 50 years; we omitted 5 to 14 year filters because of the dominant influence of interannual to decadal climate variability on trend changes at these short smoothing lengths. We then compile this information for each target region to examine the distribution of warming change points across all iterations of the SST reconstructions and determine an overall median timing for the initiation of recent significant warming.
We estimated the power spectral density of each SST reconstruction ensemble member, as well as the corresponding observational data, using the multitaper method [Thomson, 1982] and k = 5 tapers. The ensemble spectral spread provides an estimate of the uncertainty associated with the reconstruction methods and data, while confidence intervals on individual spectra were calculated using a chi-square approach [Percival and Walden, 1993] . In order to observe changes over time in the power spectral density, we conducted an evolutionary multitaper spectral analysis [Priestley, 1965] on the best reconstructions for each target region, using a 50 year window and advancing the window in 1 year increments along the length of the reconstructions. To further isolate and observe variability specific to ENSO-type (interannual) and multidecadal frequency bands, we applied a seven-point 3-7 year Butterworth band-pass filter and a seven-point 20-80 year Butterworth band-pass filter, respectively, to the best reconstructions.
Results
For each of the four target regions, respectively, we discuss the major features of the reconstructions, their reconstruction skill, and the influence of individual proxy records on the results.
Indian Ocean
The Indian Ocean regional reconstruction is based on up to 13 coral records and spans the period from 1621 to 2001 (Figure 2a) . A map of the weights assigned to each proxy (Figure 3a) shows that records from the equatorial regions of the Indian Ocean contribute most heavily to the reconstruction. A field correlation between the best reconstruction (see section 2.4 for description of how this was identified) indicates that our reconstruction predominantly represents SST variability in the northern and western parts of the target region ( Figure 3a) . Ensemble statistics suggest reconstruction skill back to the late eighteenth century based on the RE score; however, there are no ensemble members with CE scores greater than zero prior to the 1840s.
The median values of the reconstruction statistics suggest some skill throughout most of the 1621 to 2001 time span, with the exception of 1858-1886, during which the median RE drops below zero ( Figure 2a ). There are, however, some ensemble members that have high RE during this period; these iterations are those that omit the 18 O record from the northern Mentawai Islands in the eastern Indian Ocean . RE is higher for these iterations because, although the overall trend in the Mentawai coral is in agreement with the other tropical Indian Ocean time series, its interannual variability (associated largely with the eastern pole of the IOD) is out of phase. In particular, the Mentawai coral record has large positive 18 O (cooling) excursions during 1877, 1961, 1994 , and 1997 associated with positive IOD events, during which times our target SST region shows warming. Hence, its exclusion from the nest starting in 1858 improves reconstruction skill. Likewise, CE is positive from 1846 to 1998 for some iterations that exclude the Mentawai coral, but negative otherwise (Figure 2a ). For most of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, RE and r 2 values are low, indicating substantially reduced skill, in this case as the number of available records decreases. Furthermore, many of the records that contribute to the reconstruction during this earliest period ( 18 O data from Ifaty Reef, Aqaba, and Ras Um Sidd) are only weakly correlated with mean SST in the Indian Ocean target region (Table 1) .
The best reconstruction for the Indian Ocean excludes the Mentawai 18 O record, is calibrated on an early period , and is most robust (positive RE and CE) from 1840 to 2001. Decadal and longer-term variations should be interpreted with caution from 1621 to 1839, when CE values are below zero (Figure 2a ). According to this reconstruction, the warmest decade of the last circa 400 years was 1986-1995, and the coolest decade was 1833-1842. During these years, the ensemble of SST reconstructions indicate that temperatures were on average 1.0
• C cooler than the 1961-1990 mean (Figure 2a ). This cooling event is most prominent in the coral 18 O record from La Réunion [Pfeiffer et al., 2004] , and may possibly be influenced by local or potentially nontemperature environmental influences. Analysis of the reconstruction ensemble confirms that omission of this record produces a smaller (−0.7
• C)-though still cold-anomaly during this epoch. An early to midnineteenth century SST minimum is a feature of all the Indian Ocean ensemble reconstructions, indicating that conditions were 0.8 • C cooler than the 1961-1990 mean during the early 1800s (1807-1816). Multiple data series show this cooling, suggesting that it is a robust feature. We note, however, that all of the coral records spanning the early nineteenth century are 18 O data and therefore could also reflect an additional influence of changes in seawater 18 O Pfeiffer et al., 2004; Zinke et al., 2009] .
Western Pacific
The western Pacific reconstruction is based on up to 18 coral records and spans the period from 1617 to 2006 (Figure 2b ). The reconstruction ensemble demonstrates positive RE values throughout, indicating skill through time and across reconstruction variants. While ensemble median CE is mostly negative, for iterations that use early calibration periods (1884-1954, 1889-1959, and 1894-1964) positive CE scores are observed from approximately 1650 to the present. The best reconstruction has an early calibration period , excludes the Sr/Ca record from Tonga [Wu et al., 2013] , and is most robust (positive RE and CE) from 1649 to 1999. Due to low CE, trends and decadal variability prior to 1649 and after 1999 should be interpreted with caution.
TIERNEY ET AL. Coral records from throughout the central warm pool and South Pacific region contribute equally to the western Pacific reconstruction (Figure 3b) , and a field correlation using the best reconstruction produces a horseshoe-shaped pattern of coherent SST variability that extends out from the western equatorial Pacific into the subtropics in both hemispheres (Figure 3b ). The coral records from the South Pacific, which consist of Sr/Ca and 18 O data from Fiji [Bagnato et al., 2005; Linsley et al., 2006] , Rarotonga [Linsley et al., 2006] , Vanuatu [Quinn et al., 1996; Gorman et al., 2012] , New Caledonia [Quinn et al., 1998; DeLong et al., 2012 DeLong et al., , 2013 , and Tonga [Wu et al., 2013] include the longest records in the western Pacific collection, and prior to 1782 the reconstruction is based solely on data from these sites. Because of this, variability in the western Pacific SST reconstruction prior to 1782 may be biased toward the South Pacific and may not accurately reflect the SST target if SST and/or seawater 18 O variations in the South Pacific were not teleconnected with the western Pacific as in the calibration period. The coolest decade in the best reconstruction of western Pacific SSTs was 1808-1817 (-0.5
• C), and the ensemble members demonstrate that this feature is not clearly attributable to a single record (Figure 2b ). The warmest decade of the reconstruction is 1987-1996 (0.1 • C).
Eastern Pacific
The eastern Pacific reconstruction is based on up to eight records and spans the period from 1607 to 1998 (Figure 2c ). Eighty-one percent of the eastern Pacific SST ensemble reconstruction members have a median RE and CE throughout the last 400 years that is below zero, indicating that the composite of the paleoclimate data in this region generally produces reconstructions without skill. There are, however, 12 reconstruction realizations with positive RE and CE. Of these, the iterations with median RE and CE substantially above zero (>0.02) exclude either the Palmyra Island or Secas Island [Linsley et al., 1994] 18 O time series. Not surprisingly, the Secas Island 18 O record, interpreted as an indicator of seawater 18 O anomalies associated with regional Intertropical Convergence Zone position [Linsley et al., 1994] , has a very low correlation with target SST (r = −0.10, p = 0.34, Table 1)-hence, its exclusion increases the skill of the reconstruction. Palmyra Island 18 O has a significant and high correlation with target SST (r = −0.71, p < 0.001, Table 1 ) but contributes to poor validation RE and CE values because it has a strong secular trend in 18 O from ∼1970 to 1998 that is not reflected in the instrumental target SSTs Nurhati et al., 2009] . The origin and interpretation of this trend, seen in many central equatorial Pacific 18 O records, are discussed further in section 4.3.
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The best reconstruction excludes Secas Island 18 O, has an early calibration period , and is most robust from 1607 to 1634, 1703 to 1839, and 1886 to 1998. The intervals from 1635 to 1702 and 1840 to 1885 have negative RE and CE and should not be interpreted. The field correlation map indicates that the best eastern Pacific reconstruction captures SST variability throughout the eastern and central Pacific (Figure 3c ). The coldest decade in the best reconstruction (spanning 1607-1997) is 1805-1814 (−0.4
• C), and the warmest decade is 1985-1994 (0.8 • C).
Western Atlantic
The western Atlantic reconstruction consists of up to nine records and spans the period from 1552 to 2009 (Figure 2d ). For 91% of reconstruction ensemble members, median RE and CE are negative from 1734 to 2009, indicating that when the proxy data are composited they produce a reconstruction without skill. Prior to 1734, the reconstruction is based on a single coral extension rate data set from the Bahamas [Saenger et al., 2009 ] that calibrates and validates such that RE is positive for this single-record nest 74% of the time. There are only a few (4/70) iterations where RE is positive during the instrumental period; these iterations, which include the best reconstruction, exclude the extension rate data from the Yucatan [Vásquez-Bedoya et al., 2012] . The best reconstruction has a late calibration period , with positive RE from 1552 to 2004. However, as CE is still negative for this reconstruction, low-frequency variance must be interpreted cautiously.
The extension rate data from the Bahamas [Saenger et al., 2009] Figure 4 shows the best reconstructions from each basin and their validation RMSE estimates. All reconstructions show warming in the middle to late nineteenth and twentieth centuries, although validation statistics suggest that the trends in the western Atlantic in particular should be interpreted cautiously. Furthermore, the reconstructed warming in the eastern Pacific region does not agree with instrumental observations (see discussion in section 4.3 below). The western Pacific region displays the smallest SST range, with SSTs changing less than a degree during the last four centuries. The Indian and western Atlantic reconstructions display a slightly greater range (approximately 1.5 • C), and the eastern Pacific reconstruction exhibits a much larger SST range (approximately 2 • C); these results are consistent with historically observed differences in SST variations in the four basins.
Region Summary
Sensitivity Tests
As described in section 2.2, we tested the sensitivity of our results to our choice of instrumental SST product by repeating the analyses using the ERSST v3b data set [Smith et al., 2008] . For all basins, we found that the best reconstructions were very similar (r > 0.99, p ≪ 0.001) with the primary difference being the amplitude of the reconstructed trends ( Figure 5 ). The mean amplitudes of the ERSST v3b-derived reconstructions were larger than those in the HadISST reconstructions for the Indian and western Pacific regions, by 38% and 25%, respectively ( Figure 5 ). This is not unexpected, as ERSST v3b generally exhibits stronger recent warming trends than the HadISST product [Emile-Geay et al., 2013a] . In the western Atlantic and eastern Pacific regions, where multidecadal and interannual variability dominate the instrumental record, respectively, the amplitudes of the ERSST v3b reconstructions are comparable to the HadISST reconstructions (4% difference for the western Atlantic and 6% difference for the eastern Pacific). We conclude from this experiment that the choice of instrumental SST product has little impact on the resulting reconstructions beyond affecting the magnitude of long-term trends, which scale in relation to the trends evident in the respective instrumental data sets.
©2015. The Authors. We also tested the sensitivity of our reconstructions to our weighting scheme (section 2.4). In our standard methodology, the contribution of each proxy time series to the composite is weighted by its correlation to the target SST, adjusted by the significance of the correlation (r(1 − p), section 2.4). Results using no weighting (r 0 (1 − p)) and a stronger weighting (r 2 (1 − p)) are very similar, with minor differences emerging under the "no weighting" scenario in the Indian and western Pacific reconstructions ( Figure 5 ). We note that the results employing no weighting still exclude those records with zero or physically implausible correlations (section 2.4), which amounts to four records in the western Atlantic and five records in the western Pacific (Table 1) . The low sensitivity to weighting scheme is expected, given that the correlations with target SST are relatively high for most of the data series (Table 1 ) and the mechanisms linking them to SSTs are well understood. We conclude that our choice of proxy-weighting method has little impact on the reconstruction results.
Discussion
Reconstruction and Data Uncertainties
In determining which features of our reconstruction are robust, a number of uncertainties must be considered. These uncertainties arise from (1) limited observations in time and space ( Figure 1 and Table 1) ; (2) imperfect mapping of the paleoclimate data to the target variable and region (Figures 1-3) , including knowledge that variance in proxy measurements may depend on the 18 O of seawater, temperature, seasonal changes in growth rate, and biological factors; (3) choice of reconstruction weighting scheme ( Figure 5) ; and (4) choice of historical product for SST target ( Figure 5 ). Our algorithm, in common with most approaches to paleoclimate reconstruction, also assumes that the correlation between each time series and variance within the target region is time stationary. In this case, we find that neither the weighting scheme nor target SST has a large influence on our reconstructions. Rather, the primary sources of uncertainty and reduction of validation skill are those associated with the inclusion or exclusion of particular data sets and the potential nontemperature and multivariate influences on individual proxy records. An advance in this -d) The effect on the reconstructions of changing the target SST data set and weighting scheme. Blue to purple lines show the best reconstructions for each of the target regions using no weighting (r 0 ), our standard weighting (r 1 ), and heavier weighting (r 2 ). The orange line shows the best reconstruction for each region when using the ERSST v3b instrumental product rather than HadISST. Portions of the reconstruction where RE ≤ 0 are plotted in gray.
work is the use of more sampling and detection of these uncertainties. In particular, "forward" validation against the most recent regional SST observations shows that several proxies with significant correlations to the target field in earlier epochs overestimate modern trends in the eastern Pacific and western Atlantic for the last several decades, which results in reduced skill and poor validation. Despite these uncertainties and varying levels of skill, the temporal evolution of the Indian, western Pacific, and western Atlantic targets are very similar across ensemble members (intraensemble mean correlations: Indianr = 0.94 ± 0.06, range = 0.67 to 1.0; western Pacificr = 0.98 ± 0.03, range = 0.80 to 1.0; western Atlanticr = 0.94 ± 0.08, range = 0.62 to 1.0), while the eastern Pacific (r = 0.87 ± 0.21, range = 0.29 to 1.0) shows greater transient dependency on proxies and calibration periods (Figure 2 ). These intraensemble mean correlation values are, however, inflated by the nonunique subsets of paleoclimate data used across the different members.
Mean Spectral Characteristics of Tropical SSTs
Coupled climate modes such as ENSO and the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) exert substantial influence on SST variability in the tropics. Our coral-based reconstructions provide a composite historical perspective on how these coupled modes may have changed through time. Comparison in the frequency domain between our reconstructions and observational SSTs over the time span of the observational period (1870 to present) demonstrates that our reconstructions capture the spectral characteristics of modern tropical ocean SST variability in our Indian, western Pacific, and Atlantic regions, including interannual spectral peaks associated with ENSO and multidecadal power associated with the AMO (blue lines, Figure 6 ). The exception is the presence of low-frequency power in our eastern Pacific reconstruction, which we believe is a reflection of a spurious reconstructed warming trend, as discussed further below.
The spectra of the full reconstructions for each basin indicate that interannual variability similar to the observations is generally persistent throughout the span of the reconstruction (black and gray lines, Figure 6 ). Multidecadal power is also comparable to that seen in the observational record, and there are TIERNEY ET AL. few spectral estimates that are not consistent within uncertainty. The Atlantic reconstruction, however, suggests an additional spectral peak with a 20 year periodicity not seen in the observational era (Figure 6d ). This frequency of SST variability is a prominent feature of the coral extension rate record from the Bahamas [Saenger et al., 2009] , which is the sole coral record comprising the reconstruction prior to 1734. This frequency may represent an interdecadal mode of Atlantic SST variability that is overprinted during the observational period by the 70 year (AMO-type) structure [Saenger et al., 2009] or otherwise not well captured in the short span of the observational data set. It may also simply be a characteristic unique to this single record.
Transient Spectral Characteristics of Tropical SSTs
To investigate the spectral evolution of SST variability over time, we applied an evolutive spectral analysis to each of the best reconstructions (Figure 7) . We also band-pass filtered the best reconstructions over key frequencies to illustrate and analyze interannual variability associated with ENSO (3-7 year; Figure 8 always concurrent with ENSO events. The band-passed Atlantic reconstruction has a similarly weak correlation with NINO 3.4 (r = 0.34, p = 0.01), potentially reflecting the teleconnected influence of ENSO on trade wind intensity and latent heat flux in the tropical Atlantic Ocean [Enfield and Mayer, 1997] .
Both the eastern and western Pacific reconstructions show active ENSO variability (defined as amplitude in excess of 1.5 standard deviations) in the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries (Figures 7, and 8b , and 8c) in agreement with instrumental observations of ENSO (Figure 8e ). The western Pacific reconstruction also indicates active ENSO variability from circa 1920 to 1940, which differs slightly from the NINO 3.4 observations (Figure 8 ). Given limited observations of central Pacific SSTs in the early twentieth century, it is difficult to assess whether the disagreement is attributable to uncertainties in the observations or in the coral-based reconstruction, respectively. Moving back in time, the western and eastern Pacific reconstructions differ enough such that the correlation between the band-passed records is significant but relatively low (r = −0.45, p ≪ 0.001). This may be due in part to the limited skill of the eastern Pacific reconstruction (Figure 2c) . Thus, the western Pacific reconstruction, which has the most consistently reliable skill (Figure 2b [Reynolds and Smith, 1994; Kaplan et al., 1998 ]. Red circles denote times when variance in this bandwidth exceeded 1.5 standard deviations in the western Pacific, eastern Pacific, and NINO 3.4 regions and may be interpreted as "active ENSO periods. " In all cases, we applied a 3-7 year seven-point Butterworth band-pass filter to isolate ENSO variability. The portions of the reconstructions that have an RE value equal to or below zero are plotted in gray.
periodicities. The filtered time series and evolutive spectra from the western Pacific reconstruction suggest that ENSO has varied persistently across the past four centuries (Figures 7 and 8) . The variance of the data in the 3-7 year band is significantly higher (p = 0.02, Shoemaker's F test [Shoemaker, 2003] , evaluated against a 3-7 year band-passed red noise null) in the industrial period (1850 to present, mean variance = 1.46 ) compared with the rest of the record (1617-1850, mean variance = 0.72 ), but the variance in the early seventeenth century (1617-1660; 1.39 ) is comparable (p = 0.96).
Though limited in skill, the eastern Pacific reconstruction also suggests comparable ENSO variance in the seventeenth century and the twentieth century, as do previous studies of ENSO-sensitive coral records in the central Pacific . Thus, we find no consistent evidence in our reconstructions for an anthropogenically forced change in the magnitude of interannual SST variability across the tropical Pacific Ocean. Long control simulations conducted with coupled climate models likewise show that the modulation of ENSO power is a feature that emerges naturally from the climate system and need not be externally forced [Wittenberg, 2009 ]. An additional caveat to our analysis, however, is the fact that small age uncertainties in individual coral records (on the order of several years) averaged within our reconstruction methodology can reduce the spectral power in the interannual band and therefore result in underestimation of ENSO power in the past [Comboul et al., 2014] .
Multidecadal Variability
Multidecadal power in the Indian Ocean, and potentially the western Pacific reconstructions, appears reduced in the twentieth century relative to previous centuries (Figures 7 and 9) , in agreement with a previous analysis of coral 18 O data across the Indo-Pacific [Ault et al., 2009] , but these differences are not significant when tested against a filtered, red noise null. There is also a tendency toward higher multidecadal variance in the Indian, western Pacific, and eastern Pacific reconstructions during the early nineteenth century, though it is not significantly different from multidecadal variance in the rest of the records at the 5% level. Our observation TIERNEY ET AL.
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of possibly higher multidecadal variability during the early 1800s is consistent with a tree ring-and coral-based warm pool SST reconstruction [D'Arrigo et al., 2006] as well as individual warm pool coral records [Osborne et al., 2014] .
The Atlantic reconstruction shows persistent multidecadal variability, but power in the ∼70 year AMO band appears to vary throughout the record (Figures 7 and 9 ) and is weaker in our reconstruction prior to ∼1840. There is also substantial interdecadal (∼10 to 50 year) power before the onset of the modern observational era. Given the limited skill of the western Atlantic reconstruction (see section 3.4 and Figure 2d ), however, and the fact that it is only based on one proxy record prior to 1734, it is not possible to determine whether this suggests that AMO band (70 year) multidecadal power was smaller in the past. While some of the observed multidecadal Atlantic SST variability may reflect the influence of the large-scale global temperature signal projected on the northern Atlantic region [Mann and Emanuel, 2006] , other proxy-based reconstructions suggest that multidecadal variability is a persistent feature of the Atlantic [Gray et al., 2004; Shanahan et al., 2009; Svendsen et al., 2014; Kilbourne et al., 2014] at least over the last several centuries. The tree ring-based AMO reconstruction from Gray et al. [2004] shows a similar eighteenth century loss of decadal and bidecadal power seen in our spectral analysis (Figure 7) , suggesting this could be a robust feature of North Atlantic climate history. Model simulations also suggest a persistent although variable and quasiperiodic ∼55 to 80 year cycle throughout the last millennium and the Holocene [Landrum et al., 2013; Wei and Lohmann, 2012] , and Atlantic multidecadal variability is reproduced in long unforced global climate model control simulations [Knight et al., 2005] . However, the lack of skill throughout much of our Atlantic reconstruction and the limits this places on interpretability clearly indicates that more long, coral-based records from the Atlantic region are needed to assess whether AMO variability has persisted in the past.
Secular Trends
SiZer analyses indicate that the reconstructions of the Indian and western Pacific regions show similar long-term temperature trends (Figures 10a and 10b) . Though validation CE is low for the Indian reconstruction prior to 1840, it shows a cooling from approximately 1700-1820 in agreement with the western Pacific. This cooling is then followed by a robust warming trend through the present in both regions (Figures 10a  and 10b ). This suggests a generally similar evolution of SSTs across the Indo-Pacific warm pool since the eighteenth century, although according to the best reconstructions, the Indian Ocean was cooler during the early nineteenth century (on average, −0.8
• C below 1961-1990 mean) than the western Pacific (on average, below 1961-1990 mean) . In addition, the rate of the modern warming is slightly larger in the Indian Ocean (since 1850, 0.040 ± 0.004 • C, 95% confidence interval (CI), per decade) than in the western Pacific (0.031 ± 0.004 • C per decade). This difference may be attributable to the limits that deep convection and evaporative cooling imposes on the rates of warming in the warm pool region .
Both the magnitude and shape of the long-term trends in the Indian and western Pacific Ocean reconstructions are in general agreement with previous reconstructions of Indo-Pacific SSTs [D'Arrigo et al., 2006; Wilson et al., 2006] , which is expected because these reconstructions contain many of the same coral data series used here. Our reconstructions agree in sign but disagree in timing and amplitude with sediment foraminiferal Mg-/Ca-based estimates of western Pacific warm pool SSTs . The latter suggests that the 1700s, not the 1800s, contained the coolest temperatures of the last 400 years and that the warm pool has warmed by 1.7
• C since 1850, rather than by 0.5 • C as our reconstructions suggest. Our choice of SST product cannot explain this discrepancy, as the inferred warming since 1850 using the ERSST v3b product for calibration is only slightly larger (0.6 • C). The Mg/Ca sedimentary record, however, is subject to uncertainties in dating as well as in the calibration of foraminiferal Mg/Ca . Our western Pacific and Indian reconstructions show good agreement with instrumental trends (Figures 2a and 2b) , giving us confidence in the magnitude of the reconstructed changes.
The western Atlantic has a generally similar SST evolution to that of the Indo-Pacific warm pool. Although the initial significant cooling appears to end earlier (circa 1700) (Figure 10d independently estimated from a sediment foraminiferal Mg/Ca reconstruction from the Cariaco Basin [Black et al., 2007] , but about half as much as the magnitude of warming independently estimated from a sediment foraminiferal Mg/Ca reconstruction from the Gulf of Mexico (approximately 1.5
• C [Richey et al., 2007 [Richey et al., , 2009 ). Notably, Black et al. [2007] calibrated their Mg/Ca data directly to instrumental SST, resulting in a Mg/Ca sensitivity to temperature that is nearly twice as high (17%) as the 9% value typically seen in culture and sediment trap calibrations [Lea et al., 1999; Anand et al., 2003] . The result is a SST reconstruction with about half the amplitude typical of Mg-/Ca-based reconstructions, but in better agreement with the instrumental trends and our coral-based reconstruction.
The best eastern Pacific reconstruction suggests that the region has been warming at a rate of 0. Evans et al., 2000; Cobb et al., 2003; Nurhati et al., 2011] ; That is, a regional warming during an El Niño event is usually accompanied by increased rainfall, both of which decrease 18 O in coral aragonite. Palmyra, Maiana, and Tarawa Atolls, all of which are used in the eastern Pacific reconstruction (Figure 11 ). The trend is less apparent in 18 O data from modern coral specimens from Christmas and Fanning Islands (Figure 11 ), but these data sets are not long enough to be included in our eastern Pacific compilation. Notably, the Sr/Ca data from Palmyra do not show a warming trend (p = 0.30, Figure 11 ), and neither do the 18 O data from the Galapagos Islands (p = 0.12 ). These observations are consistent with The cause of this secular 18 O trend, which has been observed and documented previously [Cole et al., 1993; Cobb et al., 2001; Evans et al., 1999; Nurhati et al., 2009 Nurhati et al., , 2011 Kilbourne et al., 2004] , is not completely understood. It is thought that the trend may reflect regional freshening [Kilbourne et al., 2004; Nurhati et al., 2011; Thompson et al., 2011] , possibly related to an anthropogenically driven thermodynamic enhancement of the hydrological cycle [Held and Soden, 2006] . However, while salinity decreased in the central Pacific from 1970 to 2000 [Morrissey and Graham, 1996; Delcroix et al., 2007; Durack and Wijffels, 2010] , it has since increased again (Figure 11 ) [Ingleby and Huddleston, 2007] , suggesting that the changes could also be linked to Pacific decadal variability [Delcroix et al., 2007] . As our reconstruction ends in 1998, we cannot assess whether the corals would continue to predict anomalous "warming" due to more negative 18 Figure 11 ) [Cobb et al., 2013] , suggesting that the central Pacific corals are continuing to follow the observed changes in salinity.
The three other regional reconstructions show a modern warming trend in qualitative agreement with observational data. The Indian, western Pacific, and Atlantic regions all show a coherent start to the modern warming trend during the early-to-middle 1800s (median values are 1833, 1840, and 1837 for the Indian, western Pacific, and Atlantic regions, respectively; Figure 10e ). The delayed warming onset or absence of warming in the eastern Pacific during the twentieth century may result from the dynamic response of the coupled tropical Pacific Ocean-atmosphere to zonally uniform radiative forcing from greenhouse gases [Clement et al., 1996; Cane et al., 1997; Solomon and Newman, 2012] , but currently, the lack of continuous, SST-sensitive coral data from the eastern and central Pacific prior to the twentieth century precludes an assessment of whether the recent observed changes are unusual in the context of past climate.
Relationships Between Tropical SSTs and Climate Forcings
Prior to the middle of the nineteenth century, the dominant radiative forcings on the climate system during the Common Era were volcanic and solar variability (Figure 12 ). Over this interval, and consistent with a recent and largely terrestrially derived composite analysis [PAGES2k Consortium, 2013] , our reconstructions indicate that SST cooling was a feature of all of the tropical ocean regions with the possible exception of the eastern Pacific (Figure 12 ). This general cooling occurs in spite of a coincident rise in solar irradiance forcing following the Maunder Minimum (circa 1645-1715) (Figure 12 ). Although only resolved by a few coral records with skill in this interval, the Figure 8 ) exceeds 1.5 standard deviations, are marked in red. All radiative forcing data are derived from [Schmidt et al., 2012] . The portions of the reconstructions that have an RE value equal to or below zero are not plotted.
Maunder Minimum does not seem to coincide with cooling in our reconstructions, suggesting that solar forcing played a minor role in forcing tropical SSTs. The cooling trend may instead be attributable to an increasing frequency of volcanic eruptions, which culminates in a pair of strong volcanic eruptions during the early 1800s, including the unknown eruption of 1809 and the Tambora eruption of 1815 [Hansen et al., 2007; Schmidt et al., 2012] . SSTs in the Indo-Pacific and the Atlantic reach their minimum observed values during the early 1800s, coincident with these eruptions as well as the Dalton solar minimum (Figure 12 ).
Warming in the Atlantic, western Pacific, and Indian Oceans begins near 1840, coincident with a recovery from volcanic forcing, an increase in total solar irradiance, and the initial rise in well-mixed greenhouse gases (Figure 12 ). These basins have warmed by about 0.6
• C since 1850, in overall agreement with the instrumental record. The relatively early timing for the onset of warming likely reflects the recovery of ocean temperatures from (possibly volcanically induced) cooling in the early 1800s, rather than a direct response to early changes in greenhouse gas concentrations. However, rising greenhouse gases influenced tropical temperatures during the twentieth century [Meehl et al., 2003; Knutson et al., 2006; Santer et al., 2006; Knutson et al., 2013] . Indeed, for all basins, reconstructed temperatures for the most recent 50 years are higher than any other previous 50 year period (rank-sum test, p < 0.01 in all cases). As noted previously (section 4.3), however, the eastern Pacific reconstruction has a recent and apparently spurious warming trend, likely due to regional changes in surface water 18 O and the subsequent effect on the 18 O in the coral archives.
There have been extensive paleoclimate and model simulation-based investigations of the influence of both natural and anthropogenic forcings on ENSO mean state and variance [e.g., Clement et al., 1999; Cobb et al., 2003; Mann et al., 2005; Collins et al., 2010; Cobb et al., 2013; McGregor et al., 2013] . In particular, there are suggestions that ENSO may respond to external forcing from volcanic eruptions or solar variability, with volcanic eruptions enhancing ENSO variability [Adams et al., 2003; Mann et al., 2005] and increased solar forcing reducing it [Emile-Geay et al., 2013b] consistent with the "ocean dynamical thermostat" hypothesis [Clement et al., 1996] . Given the lack of long, continuous coral records from the eastern Pacific, our best assessment of how ENSO has changed in the past vis a vis climate forcings herein comes from the western Pacific region (Figure 8 ), in which SSTs vary with ENSO activity. Our western Pacific reconstruction suggests no consistent association between periods of high ENSO band variance and global-scale climatic forcings, natural or anthropogenic (Figure 12) . A high-amplitude interval occurs near 1800-a globally cool period-but high-amplitude variability also occurs during warm intervals, including during the late 1800s and 1900s. In addition, the early 1800s modulation begins well before the known volcanic eruptions at 1809 and 1815 (Figure 12 ), making it further unlikely that this period of enhanced ENSO activity was a direct result of volcanic forcing. This suggests that internal variability in the ENSO system is larger than the forced component over the last several centuries.
Conclusions
The regional, coral-based reconstructions of SST presented here expand our understanding of climate changes in the tropical surface ocean during the last four centuries. Interannual variance associated with ENSO activity has fluctuated substantially over the reconstruction intervals, but there is no clear evidence that solar, volcanic, or anthropogenic forcing caused these changes. Although decadal to multidecadal variability is a consistent feature of the western Atlantic record, variance in the ∼70 year band associated with the AMO was apparently smaller prior to the nineteenth century; however, the limited validation skill in this basin prevents us from interpreting whether this result is robust.
Overall, we find that tropical ocean temperatures were cooling prior to the mid-1800s. The first few decades of the 1800s (1800-1820) were particularly cold periods in the Indian and western Pacific Ocean basins, coinciding with the large volcanic eruptions of 1809 and 1815 as well as the Dalton solar minimum. Around 1830-1840, significant warming began in the western Pacific, Indian Ocean, and western Atlantic. In the eastern tropical Pacific, multivariate, frequency-dependent, and possibly nonlinear influences on coral 18 O observations suggest that trends in SST reconstructions from the region must be evaluated and interpreted with care. The other regions encompassed by our Indian, western Pacific, and western Atlantic targets have been warming since 1850 at an average rate of 0.04
• C, 0.03 • C, and 0.04 • C per decade, respectively.
Additional annually resolved marine data that provide independent estimates of SST and seawater 18 O or salinity variations, especially from the eastern tropical Pacific, will help to further assess recent thermal and hydrological changes in the tropical oceans. Future work to identify the mechanisms underlying reconstructed SST variations will rely on comparisons with the most recent Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project Phase 3 and Coupled Model Intercomparison Projects Phase 5, which include realistically forced simulations of both the last millennium (850-1850) and historical (1850 to present) climate, as well as comparisons with terrestrially based temperature reconstructions.
